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Interstate Fisheries Management Problems: The Case of Striped Bass
Introduction
The striped bass (Morone saxatilis), or rockfish, fishery has been
important both commercially and recreationally for decades along the Atlantic
seaboard. In recent years, though, the fishery has undergone a serious decline
and, as a result, has elicited considerable public concern. Although specific
reasons for the decline have not been pinpointed, it is clear that inconsistent
management practices within the range of striped bass have done little to help
the fishery's condition.
An anadromous species, striped bass spawn in the fresh water reaches of
estuaries, after which many of the individuals return to the coastal ocean. In
the Atlantic, the major stocks of striped bass migrate up and down the coast,
with a range extending from North Carolina to Maine. This migratory life-cycle
has posed a major management dilemna: how to adequately manage a resource that
passes through the jurisdiction of several states, as well as interstate
commissions and the federal government, with each entity having its own set of
fishery laws and regulations.
These management differences seemed relatively insignificant while striped
bass populations were healthy, but once the fishery fell into serious
trouble, a more integrated management scheme was called for by many
interested parties. While several steps have been taken toward this end, many
problems have been encountered. Among the problems have been those concerning
an individual state's management rights, the source and form of an
interstate management plan, and the role of the federal government in a fishery
that occurs primarily in state waters. The resolution of these problems has
2not come easily, nor, in some cases, satisfactorily.
This paper reviews the status of the Atlantic striped bass fishery and the
attempts to develop for it an integrated, interstate management plan. It is
concluded that while many laudible steps have been taken toward achieving such
a plan, several states have not acted particularly meritoriously; further
action is necessary, therefore, to make a truly comprehensive plan work.
Synopsis of Striped Bass Life History
The striped bass or rockfish, Horone saxatilis, is indigenous to the
Gulf of Mexico, from Louisiana to Florida, and to the Atlantic coast, from
Florida north to the St. Lawrence River in Canada.. 1 An anadromous species,
striped bass spawn in the fresh reaches of estuaries. The most important
spawning grounds are the Roanoke River in North Carolina, the Chesapeake Bay
tributaries, which produce the majority of striped bass, and the Hudson River
in New York. 2 Sexual maturity usually is reached when the fish are on
the order of six years old and 24 inches total length. 3
After spawning, the adult fish return to their feeding grounds. 4 For
most male striped bass, these are the high salinity portions of their native
estuaries, while for the majority of females, these are the coastal ocean.
Fingerlings stay primarily in low salinity portions of estuaries. Then, from
the ages of two and four, most of the female striped bass join the coastal
stock. The Atlantic coastal stock, in general, migrates northward during
summer and southward come autumn, with a range extending from North Carolina to
Maine.
It is this migration that has been at the heart of striped bass management
problems. At various times during their life cycle, the migrating fish pass
3through the jurisdiction of twelve states, two interstate commissions, and
the federal government,5 areas which encompass internal waters, the
territorial sea, and the Fishery Conservation Zone (FCZ)6(FigUre 1).
The Fishery and its Decline
The striped bass fishery has both commercial and recreational components.
Historical accounts make reference to commercial landings as far back as the
1600s,7 however, it was not until the mid-1930s that the commercial harvest
reached 2 million pounds, a substantial level by today's standards. Although
experiencing peaks and valleys, the commercial fishery generally grew until
it reached it's zenith in 1973, at 14.7 million pounds. 8 As an example of
its importance the 1970 commercial catch of striped bass totalled 11.6 million
pounds valued at 2.5 million dollars, ranking the fishery tenth in volume
and eighth in value on the Atlantic coast. 9
The recreational catch has been harder to gauge, but its relative economic
importance is not in doubt. In 1970, for example, the recreational catch was
estimated (probably overly so) to be 73.1 million pounds, 10 worth many times
the commercial fishery in net economic value. 11 As will be noted later in
this section, it is because of the large recreational sector that so much
attention has been given to striped bass.
Fishing for striped bass has taken place during all seasons of the year
within the range of the Atlantic stock. In the states from New Jersey
northward, striped bass generally are landed from spring to fall, while in the
more southerly states, most fish are landed from fall to spring. 12 A variety
of harvesting methods is used, the differences occurring within and among
regions. The three most commonly used gear types are hand lines (hook and
4line), set gill nets (anchor or stake), and drift gill nets. 13 Additional
gear include otter trawls, floating traps, haul seines and pound nets. 14
Over 90 percent of the catch, both commercial and recreational, has occurred in
states' internal waters and territorial seas, with the largest portion from
internal waters. During the period 1974-1983, an average of only seven percent
of the commercial landings originated in the FCZ, while in 1980, only about one
percent of the recreational landings came from the FCZ. 15 Of the total
landings, most have come from Maryland and Virginia.
All of the situations listed above - the life history and migration
patterns, and differences in gear used and in fishing seasons - have resulted
in variations in the location, size, and timing of the catch. This scenario
has contributed to the difficulty in arriving at a coordinated, integrated plan
for managing the coastal migratory stock of striped bass throughout its range.
Such a management arrangement is needed because the striped bass fishery has
undergone a precipitous decline since 1973. In ten years, to 1983, the
commercial catch fell from a record high to 1.7 million pounds, the lowest
level in fifty years. 16 The recreational harvest shrank as dramatically.17
The fishery's decline has had dramatic effects, both economic and social.
Between 1974 and 1980, for example, the depopulation of striped bass led to a
loss of thousands of jobs and a disappearance of $220 million in economic
activity.18 Although the commercial fishing industry has been hit hard,
the activities associated with the sport fishery have suffered more.
It is this large recreational component that has given the situation more
national attention than might otherwise be expected from a fishery's decline.
In the words of Richard Russell, President of the Striped Bass Emergency
Council, the Striped bass is "the aquatic equivalent of the American bald
5eagle," and is "the people's fish," not "confined to the purview of the
wealthy.,,19 To some sportsmen, the appeal of fishing for striped bass
apparently goes beyond the patriotic and economic, delving into the spiritual:
" ... this fish has a soul, and ... to know the meaning of the striped bass is an
experience of the soul, and in the mysterious exchange between fish and man ... ,
we become more deeply connected to the meaning of life itself.,,20
Even though striped bass populations have decreased and consequently risen
again in the past, concern has been especially great recently because
recruitment of young bass into the fishery is the worst on record. In
conjunction with recent highs in fishing pressure, both in numbers of fishermen
and in fishing efficienty, there is a real fear of disaster occurring to the
fishery. As a result, there have been numerous calls for comprehensive
management of the species, and in some cases, for more extreme measures.
Interstate Fisheries Management Background
It has long been recognized that, ideally, species of fish and shellfish
should be managed throughout their range -- man's artifical boundaries have no
meaning for natural resources. Yet, until recently, regional fishery
management practices in the U.S. have been largely ignored, due to a number of
reasons. Primary among these reasons is that fishing pressure on many species
has grown enough to pose a threat to fish populations only since World War II,
and in particular, since the 1960s. Secondly, units of fishery management,
whether they are individual states, the federal government, or regional
agencies, have had a difficult time agreeing with one another on comprehensive,
regional fishery management measures.
Part of the inter jurisdictional management problem is that pursuant to
6Amendment 10 of the U.S. Constitution, each state has traditionally enjoyed the
right to manage its own natural resources. 21 States' legal rights to manage
the fisheries within their internal waters and territorial seas have been
reaffirmed by legislation such as the Submerged Lands Act of 1953 and the
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976. 22
These state powers are limited, however, by provisions of the Constitution
that give overriding authority to the federal government, including the
commerce clause, the privileges and immunities clause, and the equal protection
clause. 23 In addition, the Constitution's supremacy clause makes federal
laws " ... the Supreme law of the land. ,,24
Neverthless, with regard to fisheries in general, and to striped bass in
particular, states have usually acted as though " .•• fish inhabited their waters
alone. ,,25 This parochialism on the part of states reflects numerous
biological, economic, social, and political realities, and has made interstate
cooperation a fitfully slow process.
With striped bass, the fishery (as mentioned previously in this report)
varies within the region from North Carolina to Maine. Some of these
variations follow: the anadromous nature of striped bass has lead to
differences among locales in the sizes of fish caught and seasons of
capture; certain fishing methods have become traditional in particular
areas; some regions are more economically dependent on striped bass than are
others; and the balance of political power between recreational and commercial
fishermen varies with the area. These distinctions led to a hodgepodge of
state laws and regulations controlling the striped bass fishery, many being
inconsistent with the conservation aims of others. 26 Differences among
state striped bass restrictions included those concerning minimum size limits,
7catch limits, fishing seasons, and harvesting gear allowed. 27
Complicating matters is the assortment of fisheries management structures
that have developed among the states along the Atlantic coast (Appendix 1). In
some states, fishery management is primarily legislated, while other states
delegate broader regulatory power to their resource agencies. Additionally,
the duration which state legislatures are in session, as well as the time
of year, varies from state to state. This situation makes it potentially
difficult for one state to react in a timely matter to the actions of
another28(Appendix 2).
Further difficulties have ensued because in many cases states have been
reluctant to share their management powers with regional organizations. This
situation partially reflects the attitudes and personalities of the state
management individuals involved, as well as the needs and desires of each
state's constituencies. There also has been a modicum of protectionism based
on a fear that any portion of the striped bass harvest given up by one's own
state may only fall prey to an uncooperative or slow-acting state.
The end result is that striped bass have been subjected to what one
authority describes as the Kaleidoscope Theory of Fishery Management: "tunnel
vision reflecting the multi-colored and multi-faceted prisms of economic,
social, conservation, and political viewpoints".29 Meanwhile, as the debate
on how to effectively manage striped bass continued, harvests continued to drop
and the prognosis for the future recovery of the species looked increasingly
worse.
8Efforts to Manage Fisheries in State Waters on a Regional Basis
The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Compact
The first attempt to create a coast-wide mechanism for managing fisheries
was made in 1942. In that year, Congress enacted the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Compact, an agreement under which the Compact's member states were
authorized to coordinate management programs for the better utilization of
marine, anadromous, and shell-fisheries. 30 All of the Atlantic coast states
adopted the Compact. The compact's administrative body, the Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC or Commission), was given several powers,
including those to conduct studies, and to draft reports and legislation. The
Commission also was empowered to consult with, advise, and make recommendations
to the states and their fishery management agencies concerning the coordination
of activities and the adoption of regulations. 31
Each member state is represented on the Commission by three individuals
presumably understanding the inner workings of the sponsoring state's fishery
management process: the head of its fishery agency, a state legislator, and a
private citizen. It was originally felt that with active participation by
these representatives, regional cooperation could be attained on a consensus
basis. This expectation did not come to fruition, however, because Commission
members, having adopted recommendations made during ASMFC deliberations, have
not always been able to convince their respective state legislatures or manage-
ment agencies to enact those same recommendations. 32 Some member states,
therefore, perceived the Commission's purely advisory role as a weakness, and
felt regional management would be better promoted by arming the ASMFC with
regulatory and enforcement authority. As a result, Congress ratified the
9so-called Amendment One to the Compact in 1950. 33
Amendment One permits two or more of the compact's member states to
designate the ASMFC as a regional fisheries regulatory body. Representatives
to the Commission from the designating states then form a separate section of
the ASMFC to exercise the new regulatory authority. Although ratified by most
of the member states, Amendment One has not been successfully used to this
date, nor has it been chosen as an option for achieving regional management of
striped bass. 34
This failure is due in part to a reluctance by states, especially their
legislatures, to give up control of fisheries management.35 In addition,
there has been a controversy over the wording of Amendment One regarding its
adoption by the States. 36 It has not yet been resolved whether state
adoption of the Amendment itself automatically delegated the ASMFC regulatory
authority, or whether the states must enact legislation giving authority to the
Commission. When such state legislation is adopted, it also is unclear what
procedural standards are necessary in the legislation to guide the Commission's
use of its regulatory powers.
Miscellaneous Early Efforts
Following Congressional ratification of Amendment One in 1950, there was a
long hiatus during which no new notable attempts to achieve regional fisheries
management developed. In 1969, the Stratton Commission reported that it could
not find a single instance in which states had initiated coordinated measures
for managing migratory species and then carried them out. 37 As a result, the
Stratton Commission concluded that "In view of the discouraging lack of
coordination among State programs, ... Federal leadership and guidance - and when
10
necessary regulatory power - must be asserted.,,38
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was created in
1970 in response to the recommendations of the Stratton report, but placed in
the Department of Commerce (DOC), NOAA had no direct authority over fisheries
in state waters. The NO/\A did institute, however, the State/Federal Fisheries
Management Program (SFFMP) in 1971 under the authority of the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act of 1956. 39 The goal of the SFFMP was to produce measures
for rationally managing interjurisdictional fisheries existing predominantly or
exclusively in state waters. 40
Operating under the umbrella of the SFFMP, newly organized Marine Fisheries
Boards, composed of state and federal fishery personnel, sought to develop and
encourage implementation of Fishery Management Plans (FMPs) for many migratory
species, including striped bass. A major impediment to implementing FMPs was
that, as with the ASMFC, state action was voluntary and depended, to a large
degree, on state legislative processes. The legislative process is slow and
frequently results in transformations of a submitted plan.
In an attempt to improve the regional management outlook, NOAA's National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) contracted the Council of State Governments to
study the situation. The Council recommended in its report that fisheries
management authority be transferred from a legislative process to a management
process carried out by the executive branch of state government. 41 This
recommendation was not carried out in any states on the Atlantic coast.
Although the State/Federal Fisheries Management Program largely failed to
achieve state implementation of complementary FMPs, the Program did strengthen
the cooperative approach to fisheries management.42 Among other things, the
SFFMP invigorated the working relationship between state and federal fishery
11
managers, and established many approaches that were later incorporated into the
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act. The concept of Regional
Fishery Management Councils (RFMCs), and the principles of using the best
scientific information available and of garnering public input, for instance,
all derived from the SFFMP.
The Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act
The Magnuson Act established the federal Fishery Conservation Zone
(FCZ) ,43 that area beyond the territorial sea and extending 200 nautical
miles from shore, plus a mechanism for managing the fisheries in the Zone.
Eight RFMCs were created, with three of them having jurisdiction over federal
waters along the Atlantic coast: the New England, Mid-Atlantic, and South
Atlantic Councils. 44 One of the Councils' functions is to prepare FMPs
adhering to seven national standards. Standard three stipulates that "to the
extent practicable, an individual stock of fish shall be managed as a unit
throughout its range, and interrelated stocks of fish shall be managed as a
unit or in close coordination. ,,45
However, the MFCMA makes quite clear the distinction between state and
federal fisheries jurisdiction. Section 1856(a) declares that " ... nothing in
this Act shall be construed as extending or diminishing the jurisdiction or
authority of any State within its boundaries •.• ,,,46 and defines the outer
edge of state boundaries as the U.S. territorial sea. There is an exception to
this separation of authority when the Secretary of Commerce (Secretary)
determines that any state has taken or omitted to take action which will
"SUbstantially and adversely" affect the implementation of a FMP for which the
fishery is primarily in the FCZ. 47 In such a case, the Secretary has the
12
power to regulate the applicable fishery in that state's territorial waters
(but not internal waters).
To avoid preemptive action by the Secretary, the Magnuson Act promotes
interjurisdictional cooperation. This is done by requiring individuals from
the federal government and from the states to be named to the Councils.
Included on the Atlantic Coast Councils are the appropriate Regional Director
of the NMFS, the chief fishery officers from member states (who also serve on
the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission), and the Executive Director of
the ASHFC. 48 Functional steps also are taken to encourage cooperation. It
is pointed out, for instance, that Council FMPs may incorporate relevant
fishery management measures of states nearest the FCZ fishery.49
Post-MFCMA Actions
Despite implementation of the Magnuson Act, cooperative management of
migratory fish in state waters remained inadequate. The inclusion of state
fishery managers on the RFMCs and the ASMFC did little to dissolve state
parochialism. Regional management needs became increasingly obvious, however,
as populations of valuable fish species, such as striped bass and menhaden,
began to drastically decline.
Senator Weicker of Connecticut was one who believed that the federal
government should minimize its involvement in the affairs of individual states,
but felt that fisheries composed of species migrating between state waters was
a matter of national interest. He was prompted, therefore, to introduce
legislation entitled the "Marine Migratory Fish Conservation and Study Act" in
October 1977, only eight months after the Magnusum Act went into effect. 50
The Weicker bill required the Secretary of Commerce to develop, in consultation
13
with the states and other interested parties, a program for conservation and
management on a species-by-species basis. The states then were eligible for
federal grants paying up to eighty percent of the cost of implementing the
plans in their territorial and internal waters. In addition, the bill called
for a comprehensive study of migratory fish and their habitats. However,
because there were strong concerns over federal intervention in state waters,
the bill was not reported favorably.
Nonetheless, anxiety over the condition of coastal fisheries continued,
and additional efforts were made to improve regional management. Interim
regulations were proposed through the ASMFC in la.te 1977, for example, to 1)
extend strong year classes over a longer period to time and produce a wider
diversity of year classes, and 2) provide a larger share of production to the
producing states. 51 There was no view on how to implement the regulati.ons,
however. In 1978, the ASMFC formed an Interstate Striped Bass Management
Project to begin addressing issues specific to that fishery.
Another attempt to coordinate interstate management carne in a piece of
proposed legislation drafted by Gary Knight, a professor of marine law at
Louisiana State University, in 1978. Called the "Territorial Waters Fishery
Conservation and Management Act," the draft envisioned a system of management
essentially mirroring that in the FCZ. 52 Under Knights' proposal, the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission would become the focal point for
all management activities, taking on the same role as the Regional Councils in
FCZ fisheries. Fishery management plans would be coordinated with those of the
FCZ, and the states would have primary input into the system. Proponents of
the draft bill though that it adequately retained the duality of the state-
federal system, yet because this draft contained a trigger for federal
14
preemption in state waters, it was not accepted by the states.
Shortly thereafter, the Southeastern Region of NMFS proposed a mechanism
for achieving "Council-Commission interface" on an informal level in its
"Fisheries Management - An Integrated Concept.,,53 This concept would have
integrated activities by having the two management bodies jointly establish
priorities and goals, and then formulate a common HiP. Legal advice held,
however, that amendments to both the MFCMA and ASMFC charter would be needed to
accomplish such an interface, so this plan also died.
In 1978, Terry Leitzell, then NOAA's Assistant Administrator for Fisheries,
testified during Congressional hearings that mechanisms for an effective
management program for interstate species urgently needed detailed
analysis.54 Although recognizing the need for interjurisdictional
fisheries management, Leitzell had reservations about getting NOAA overly
involved in states' affairs. At a conference on these management issues held
in 1979, he stated that NOAA should support efforts for management planning
activities in state waters only when "1) Such stocks can be identified clearly
as being in need of management because of conservation needs and/or social or
economic problems; 2) They are of considerable value and importance to both
states and the nation; 3) The Regional Fishery Management Councils do not
intend to prepare management plans; and 4) A reasonable expectation exists of
achieving plan implementation.,,55 Each of these conditions was met by the
Atlantic striped bass fishery except, perhaps, the last one: given the poor
history of regional state cooperation, there could be little expectation of it
occurring voluntarily now.
The situation was, in fact, so poor that John Harville, Executive Director
of the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission, warned that an interstate
15
management program had to be developed or the states would face federal
preemption at some point in the near future. He correctly pointed out that
state management rights had been preempted in the past in connection with
marine mammals, endangered species, and water quality.56
Specific Measures to Save Striped Bass
The Emergency Striped Bass Research Study
With the striped bass fishery still declining at a rapid pace, support was
starting to gather for some concrete action. In late 1979, Senator Chafee of
Rhode Island introduced S.838 to amend Section seven of the Anadromous Fish
Conservation Act, and the billed passed as Public Law 96-118. 57 This
amendment authorized the NMFS and the Department of Interior's Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) to undertake, in cooperation with states and other non-
federal interests, what became known as the Emergency Striped Bass Research
Study (ESBRS). Researchers were directed to study the population dynamics of
striped bass, to investigate the reasons for the stock's decline, to assess the
economic importance of the striped bass fishery, and to submit in annual
reports to Congress their findings and management recommendations.
A three year (1980-1983) report of the study's conclusions and management
recommendations points out the serious condition of the fish population and its
associated economic ramifications. Two of the most important remedial actions
advised to be taken are to: 1) impose a substantial reduction in fishing
mortality from the present level, not excluding consideration of a total
moratorium, until evidence indicates recovery of the coastal stock to an
acceptable level of natural production; and 2) reduce the discharge of toxic
58
material into striped bass spawning and nursery habitats.
16
The Interstate Striped Bass Management Plan
While the Emergency Striped Bass Study was being conducted, the ASMFC made
a contract for the Maryland Department of Natural Resources to undertake its
own striped bass research project and to advise specific management actions.
The result, the Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for the Striped Bass of
the Atlantic Coast, (ISFMP or Plan), was produced in October, 1981. 59 It
describes the dramatic decrease in the number of striped bass and the related
socioeconomic impacts, corroborating the federal ESBRS. The management
proposals are much more detailed than those of the ESBRS, however.
The Plan states that its general management goal is to " ... perpetuate the
striped bass resource in fishable abundance throughout its range and generate
the greatest possible net economic and social benefits from its harvest and
utilization over time.,,60 In order to do this, the Plan advocates a manage-
ment strategy to reduce fishing mortality, especially of small (immature)
fish. More specifically, such a reduction would distribute the catch over a
greater number of years than has historically occurred, increase the number of
striped bass reaching maturity, and increase the number of mature fish
returning to spawn at least once.
Noting the multitude of sociopolitical interests and stock characteristics
found within the fishery's range, the Plan suggests that to adequately manage
the resource, concessions will have to be made on all sides. Taking the
regional differences into account, the Plan recommends management measures for
each state to adopt wi thin its constraints. The measures are: 61 1) Size
limitations to maintain a spawning stock and reduce variations in annual
abundance. A minimum of 14 inches total length (TL) is recommended for inland
17
waters, and 24 inches TL in coastal waters. Where maximum size limits have
been established, it is suggested that these be retained. 2) Area closures to
prevent excessive exploitation of spawning fish. Major spawning areas should
be closed during striped bass spawning activity. 3) Data collection and
monitoring programs to increase knowledge of the fish and to monitor and assess
the success of management efforts. Long-term information should be gathered on
user groups, the status and characteristics of the fish stocks, and on
interactions between the fish and its environment.
All of the ASMFC's member states from Maine to North Carolina adopted the
Plan in late 1981. Draft minutes from the Commission's Striped Bass Fishery
Management Board meeting in October 1981, indicate that adoption did not take
place without difficulties, however. 62 Problems encountered included a
difference in what states' citizens desired and what fishery scientists said
was necessary to preserve the fish, and a difference in the provisions states
with spawning grounds desired and states with only coastal fisheries wanted.
There was also controversy over size terminology (fork length vs. total length)
which apparently caused Board members to lose sight of other recommended
management measures. Somehow, despite these problems, the plan was eventually
adopted. Yet, most of the states, still entwined in political arguments at
home, did not implement the Plan, and the ASMFC was powerless to enforce
compliance.
The results and recommendations of the two striped bass studies (ESBRS and
ISFMP), along with t'he slowness of getting states to implement the Plan, acted
as catalysts to accelerate other activities. Congressman Studds of
Massachusetts tried to encourage state action by introducing legislation in
1981 which tied anadromous fish grants for the states, under the Anadromous
18
Fish Conservation Act,3 to their immediate compliance with the ASMFC Plan.
His bill was watered down, however, so that funds could not be cut until
September 1984, three years in the future.
In February 1982, Stripers Unlimited, a private conservation group,
petitioned the NMFS to declare Chesapeake Bay Striped Bass an endangered and
threatened species under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. 64 The petition
claimed that the fish needed such protection because the stocks were declining;
the Cheseapeake stream was encountering poor reproductive success;
environmental factors, overfishing, and inconsistent management contributed to
the decline; and the Cheseapeake Bay stock was unique. 65 After reviewing the
petition though, the NMFS decided that Chesapeake Bay striped bass could not be
considered endangered for a number of reasons. These were: the NMFS believed
the striped bass ISFMP would work; the ESBRS was not completed and more
information was forthcoming; striped bass still numbered in the millions;
juvenile density had increased between 1981 and 1982; and it could not be shown
that the concentration of anyone pollutant or contaminant was high enough to
cause a decline in striped bass numbers. 66
Also, in 1982, the Maryland Department of Natural Resources began
publishing what became a series of updates on laws and regulations regarding
striped bass in the states from Maine to North Carolina. 67 The updates were
part of an effort to keep all states abreast of what their neighbors were
doing, as well as to facilitate the ASMFC's attempts to determine the level of
compliance with its Plan. What started as a slow process of change in State
management plans began picking up speed during the next three years.
First, the 1983 report of the Emergency Striped Bass Research Study
revealed the second lowest reproductive index (1.4) in thirty years, verifying
19
a downward trend that had fooled some observers by increasing slightly the
previous year. In addition, the 1983 commercial harvest dropped to
approximately 1.7 million pounds, a fifty-year low. These events prompted
Maryland to propose more restrictive management recommendations to the ASMFC.
In December 1983, the ASMFC adopted Maryland's proposals as Interim
Restoration Measures. 68
The objectives of the Interim Measures are twofold. The long-term goal is
that of the original Plan, which is to maintain the striped bass spawning
stock. A new short-term objective is to restore Chesapeake Bay spawning stocks
to the point where they are producing a young-of-the-year index (8.0, which is
eighty percent of the average index from 1954 through 1974) that will support
the various fisheries, but still allow adequate spawning to take place. To
meet these objectives, the Interim Measures call for the states to effect an
additional fifty-five percent reduction in fishing mortality over that
initially called for by the Plan. Any methods can be used to reach this
reduction, but the ASMFC Striped Bass Scientific and Statistical Committee
(S&S Committee) will determine whether the reductions are "true and equitable."
These measures were adopted as amendments to the 1981 Plan by the full
Commission on October 4, 1984. 69 Neither the ASMFC adoption nor subsequent
state action toward implementation came about, however, until Congress enlarged
its role in striped bass management.
The Congressional Role in 1984
During the first six months of the 19894 legislative session, four bills
were introduced in Congress calling for federal intervention in state waters to
curb the decline of striped bass. Two of these were introduced in the House of
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Representatives - by Congresswoman Schneider and Congressman Studds - and two
in the Senate - by Senators Kennedy and Chafee. 70
Congresswoman Schneider's bill (H.R. 4884), the first of the four to be
introduced, in February 1984, also called for the most stringent measures.
Among its provisions was a three year moratorium on all striped bass fishing
from North Carolina to Maine. The purpose of the moratorium was to enable
Atlantic striped bass to increase in abundance sufficiently to produce the
reproductive index called for in the ASMFC's Interim Restoration Measures. If,
after two years, the index was reached, the Administrator of NOAA could call
off the moratorium; if, however, the index was not reached in three years, the
Administrator could extend the moratorium for up to two additional years.
The submission of the Schneider Bill caused quite an uproar. Three days
after its intrOduction, the Chairman of the ASMFC wrote a memorandum to the
Commission's members, with a copy of H.R. 4884 attached. 71 He reiterated the
severity of the striped bass problem and requested a report on the status of
each state's compliance with the Plan, as well as the measures being developed
to meet the fifty-five percent reduction in fishing mortality. The states
responded by March and an Implementation Update was prepared in July 1984.
On March 20, 1984, Representative Breaux held hearings on the proposed
striped bass moratorium, in which testimony was given by federal
administrators, state legislators and resource managers, the ASMFC,
scientists, and conservation organizations, among others. 72 Positions ranged
from total agreement with the bill, as in the cases of a Maryland State
Senator and some of the conservation groups, to disapproval of not only the
moratorium, but also reauthorization of the Anadromous Fish Conservation Act by
the Departments of Commerce and the Interior. The plight of the striped bass
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resource was agreed upon by all those testifying, but solutions for treating
the problem varied. A major issue was whether the states were capable of
cooperating in a timely manner to adequately manage the fishery. Another
issue, as Rep. Schneider herself foresaw, was over federal intervention in
matters traditionally reserved to the states.
In general, of course, representatives from the states, as well as the
ASMFC, favored being given a chance to work out their collective problem. This
stance was taken by Philip Coates, Chairman of the ASMFC's Striped Bass Board
and Commissioner from Massachusetts. He testified that " ..• if there isn't a
meaningful commitment made by the states in terms of management planning,
taking this plan (ASMFC's striped bass plan) beyond the current level to this
55 percent reduction level, then we would consider supporting a national
initiative, even something like a moratorium. We view this as a last
resort ..• ,,73
However, John Bryson, Executive Director of the Mid-Atlantic Fishery
Management Council, after giving several examples of the "pathetic" time frame
needed by the states to develop and implement fishery management plans, had
another view: "When, collectively, the state fishery personnel assist in the
adoption of a council or commission plan but fail to attain implementation in
their own states, the need for clearcut responsibility for fishery management,
including rulemaking authority, assigned to regional or national authority is
clear. In my opinion, it will also be necessary to mandate, by Federal law,
that fishery management plans be prepared for those species that migrate across
state boundaries. It will be necessary for the State to authorize and name an
agency of the State as the planning and rulemaking and enforcement authority
for these fisheries. Without this mandate, successful political pressure will
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continue to be exerted on the (fishery) Directors by Legislators or on the
Legislators by their constituents".74
The diversity of testimony at this hearing, plus evidence that the States
were making at least some headway at cooperatively developing and implementing
new management plans, caused H.R. 4884 to be reported unfavorably. In its
place, three more bills, all less severe in their measures, were introduced.
The Chafee Bill (S.2667), entitled the "Coastal Migratory Fish Conservation
Act," proposed a new mechanism for interstate management and protection of all
marine migratory species, in addition to implementing emergency measures to
protect Atlantic striped bass. 75 CaJling for an immediate moratorium on
striped bass fishing in all state and federal waters along the Atlantic coast,
S.2667 then would have allowed the moratorium to be lifted upon state
implementation of an approved interstate FMP. In structuring its overall
management mechanism, the bill borrowed concepts contained in the Magnuson
Act. It gave the three Interstate Marine Fisheries Commissions the power to
coordinate and develop FMPs. The states would be responsible for designating
many specific management measures within their jurisdiction, but were obligated
to meet minimum standards set in the FMP for a species. If states were found
negligent in exercising their responsibilities under a FMP, they would have a
moratorium placed on the particular fishery involved by the Department of
Commerce.
Unlike Chafee's proposal, the Kennedy Bill (S.2758) strove only to conserve
the striped bass resources.76 Entitled the "Atlantic Striped Bass
Conservation Act," the bill prescribed a double pronged effort to improve the
fishery. First, in order to reduce the incentive for harvesting undersized
fish, S.2758 prohibited the interstate commerce of any striped bass smaller
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than 24 inches TL. Secondly, the bill would have allowed the DOC to impose a
statewide moratorium on striped bass fishing in any state which failed to
comply with guidelines developed by the ASMFC. Primary management authority
was left to the States, although, as Kennedy saw it, there was the right amount
of federal oversight.
The Atlantic Striped Bass Conservation Act
The bill that finally passed was similar to Kennedy's. Also called the
"Atlantic Striped Bass Conservation Act" (Striped Bass Act or Act), H.R. 5492,
introduced by Representative Studds, attempted to balance state management
rights with federal oversight. Under its provisions, states retained primary
fishery jurisdiction in their waters, but conditions were provided for which
the federal government could impose a fishing moratorium on striped bass.
After undergoing two markup sessions in the House Subcommittee on Fisheries and
Wildlife Conservation and the Environment, the bill was reported to the
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, which held two more markup
session. 77 The measure was then reported to the whole House, whereupon it
passed on October 4, 1984. Amendments were made to the bill by the Senate
before passing and returning it to the House. 78 The House approved the bill
as amended and submitted to to President Reagan for signing; H.R. 5492 became
law on October 31, 1984. 79
Section 2(a) of the Act describes the findings of Congress; among them are
several references to national interest in the whole affair, thereby giving
justification to the Act. Subsection 2(a)(1), for instance, states that
"Atlantic striped bass are of historic commercial and recreational importance
and economic benefit to the Atlantic coastal states and to the Nation." The
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findings, in Section 2(a) (3), make reference to " ... diverse , inconsi.stent, and
intermittant State regulation that has been detrimental to the long-term
maintenance of stocks of the species and to the interests of fishermen and the
Nation as a whole." Finally, 2(a)(4) declares that "It is in the national
interest to implement effective procedures and measures to provide for
effective interjurisdictional conservation and management of this species."
Given these findings and others, the purpose of the Act is to " ... support and
encourage the development, implementation, and enforcement of effective
interstate action ..• " regarding striped bass. 80
The substantive portion of the Act is found in Sections 4 and 5.
Section 4 establishes the functions and responsibilities of the ASMFC and
of the Secretary of Commerce, setting forth the concept of a moratorium on
striped bass fishing in state waters. Section 5 exlains the details of the
moratorium and prescribes the penalties for violating it.
It is the responsibility of the ASMFC to decide during June 1985, whether
each coastal state from North Carolina to Maine " ... has adopted all regulatory
measures necessary to fully implement the Plan in its coastal waters.,,81 The
"Plan" referred to is the ASMFC's 1981 Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for
Striped Bass (discussed earlier in this paper), plus all its amendments related
to fishing, whether or not they are formally adopted by the states. This means
that the Plan's amendment calling for a 55 percent reduction in striped bass
fishing mortality beyond that called for originally in 1981, must be adhered to
by the states. Any failure by a state to adopt measures necessary to conform
to the Plan must be reported by the ASMFC to the Secretaries of Commerce and
Interior. However, because each state devises a formula for compliance that is
tailored to its unique needs, the House Committee on Merchant Marine and
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Fisheries recognized that the ASMFC's determination of compliance must rest on
a degree of judgment and is therefore "inherently subject to flexibility. ,,82
In addition, the ASMFC must determine, beginning on July 1, 1985, and
thereafter on a biannual basis, whether each state is adequately enforcing its
regulations. The commission is then required to submit these findings to the
Secretaries. If the ASMFC makes a negative determination regarding either the
adoption of measures or proper enforcement of measures, then the Secretary of
Commerce reviews the particular case to render a final decision.
The coastal state in question is given a chance to defind its position,
though, because the Act provides that the Secretary must carefully consider
and review the comments of the state, the ASMFC, and the Secretary of the
Interior. Senator Chafee pointed out in a Senate discussion of H.R. 51192, that
this provision is meant to have the Secretary " ... look at the totality of the
evidence regarding the State's intentions and actions .... A State should not
be penalized because it is unable to predict the exact effort of fishery
management and conservation measures. ,,83 Ultimately, if the Secretary of
Commerce concurs with negative findings by the ASMFC, then a moratorium is
placed on striped bass fishing in the noncomplying state's coastal waters. 84
Only when the Commission notifies the Secretary of Commerce that the offending
State has taken remedial action, is the moratorium lifted. 85
Section 6 of the Act specifies that the Secretary of Commerce (the NMFS)
and Secretary of the Interior (the USFWS) are to conduct a comprehensive annual
survey of the striped bass fisheries in order to provide information necessary
for" •..maintaining the timeliness of the Plan and quality of future management
decisions. ,,86 An additional effort to maintain the effectiveness of the
legislation is embodied in Section 8. Here, the Secretaries are given a
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mandate to review the Striped Bass Plan within six months after the Act goes
into effect and to report on its adequacy to achieve the purpose of the Act.
Under Section 10, the Act amends the Anadromous Fish Conservation Act
by authorizing appropriations for Maryland and Virginia to use for propagating
striped bass in hatcheries. One of the amendments to the bill adopted by the
House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries would have amended the Act
further, to require the Emergency Striped Bass Study to emphasize the sources
and effects of chemical and acidic contaminants. 87 This amendment was
dropped in the Senate after Senator Byrd of West Virginia opposed it on behalf
of his coal industry constituents. 88
Updating the ASMFC Plan
As part of the ASMFC's policy to maintain a sense of timeliness to striped
bass management, the Commission has held several meetings to determine the
effectiveness of its recommendations to the states. At the December 10, 1984
meeting of the ASMFC's Striped Bass Management Board, the Board reached a
concensus that "1) Projected stock recovery rates attributable to
implementation of the Management Plan and the 55% reduction amendment are too
low. 2) The Maryland moratorium will have a substantial and positive impact on
projected recovery rates. 3) A coastwide moratorium is unacceptable, but
significant concessions by other states are judged necessary.,,89
As a result of these judgments, the Board drafted a third amendment to its
Striped Bass Plan. 90 Among its recommendations, the amendment calls for
states: to increase the minimum size limit on coastal striped bass to 28 inches
TLj and to reduce fishing mortality on the 1982 year class and subsequent
year classes of Chesapeake Bay stocks to zero until 95 percent of these females
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have had a chance to reproduce at least once. The ASMFC planned to vote on the
amendment in June 1985, but in the meantime would push to achieve state
compliance with the original Plan and its first two amendments, including the
24 inch minimun size and the 55 percent reduction. All reports on state
compliance to the Secretaries of Commerce and Interior would be based on the
Plan and its first two amendments only. In the event that the newly proposed
amendment was adopted, a recommendation was made that the ASMFC allow six to
twelve months for states to implement it. An interim period would give states
sufficient time to pass necessary legislation, thereby avoiding potential
federal preemptive penalties. 91
Effectiveness of the Act
Reflecting on H.R. 5492 as it was being adopted in t he Senate, Senator
Kennedy remarked, "This legislation will provide the right amount of Federal
oversight (to ensure state action, and) ... is a simple, fair approach which
preserves the role of states in the management of coastal species.,,92 More
apt, perhaps, are the words of John Bryson, who described the necessity of
federal oversight as a "stick" being added to the "carrot approach,,93 Yet,
given the sluggishness of states to implement the A~1FC's Plan in the past, did
the Atlantic Striped Bass Conservation Act, with its "stick" approach, actually
prod the states to accelerate their efforts to adopt the Plan? If one looks at
the series of Plan Implementation Updates published by Maryland's Department of
Natural Resources, the answer is quite clear - state action increased
markedly. 94 Although the Updates do not themselves evaluate the fishing
mortality reductions taken by each state, the changes in state striped bass
laws and regulations between Update publication dates are striking.
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Prior to the introduction of H.R. 4884 in February 1984, very little
concrete action was being taken by many states to meet the ASMFC's original
Striped Bass Plan. Yet immediately after it became clear that the Federal
government was considering some oversight scheme, state action picked up
considerably. Several states which had balked at adopting the original Plan
not only accepted it, but began making strides toward meeting the 55 percent
reduction. An Implementation Update for July 1st shows the final plans as
reviewed by the ASMFC prior to reporting its findings to the Secretaries.
As expected, reflecting the variety of interests among the states, the
final state plans submitted to the ASMFC for review showed a wide range of
measures to meet the goals of the Plan. All states adopted at least a 24 inch
TL minimum size on striped bass, but beyond that, actions ranged from bag
limits to a total moratorium on catching and selling the fish.
At its June 1985 meeting, the Striped Bass Management Board of the ASMFC
assessed each state's actions and voted that all were in compliance with the
Pla.n. 95 The Board then recommended that the full Commission accept the
Board's findings and pass on to the Secretaries a report of no negative
determinations. 96 It seems, therefore, that the threat of federal preemption
was successful in accomplishing what had seemed impossible only a short time
earlier - getting interstate consessions and cooperation.
Yet, even this apparent success is awash in controversy. Although the
ASMFC accepted all the plans of action and reported favorably to the
Secretaries, it is not clear that all the States actually satisfactorily met
the Plan's objectives. A review of state laws and regulations by the
Commission's striped bass Scientific and Statistical Committee (S&8 Committee)
six weeks earlier found that six states (Virginia, New Jersey, New York,
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Connecticut, Massachusett and Maine) were not in compliance. 97 However, the
Committee chairman noted that negative findings were based largely on a lack of
quantifiable data and, from his perspective, the Committee acted inconsistently
in its review of State measures. Points needing clarification in order to
better judge plans, according to the S&S chairman were: "1) Do bag limits
count as a meaningful conservation measure?; 2) Is elimination of the bycatch
allowance in the original 1981 Plan a minor or significant conservation
measure?; 3) Can states count contaminant closures as a reduction on fishing?;
and 4) Is lack of coordinating seasons between or among states a reason for
jUdging states not in compliance with the Act?,,98
While the S&S Committee reached a conclusion on some of these points, the
Board reached its own consensus "that bag limits and contaminant closure would
count, that states claiming significant conservation measures by removal of
bycatch should present data justifying so to the Board, and that uncoordinated
seasons were not proper reasons for judging states not in compliance.,,99
Based on this consensus, all state plans were approved. That this consensus
was reached largely by administrators represented on the board, and that it
reversed some of the opinions of the S&S Committee, however, leaves a
conclusion of satisfactory state compliance in doubt. It seems appropriate
to ask, therefore, whether the ASMFC has given more priority to saving its
member states from federal preemption than to protecting and restoring the
striped bass resource. If this is the case, then, the effectiveness of the
federal "stick" approach may be more limited than originally intended and
presently perceived. Subjectiveness and political pressure still are an
important part of striped bass management.
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Federal Oversight in the Near Future
If the Atlantic Striped Bass Conservation Act has achieved less than
perfect state cooperation and action regarding striped bass management, it
still has accomplished more than otherwise could have been expected. In this
sense, the threat of federal preemption of state fisheries management powers
has worked. Given this accomplishment by the federal government, it must be
asked whether the Act, which is slated to die in April 1986, will be
reauthorized.
As an answer to this, Senator Chafee has already prepared a draft bill that
would require an ASMFC report in June 1986, on State compliance with Amendment
Three to the Striped Bass Plan, and which would extend the Act through
1990. 100 Senate hearings were held on July 19, 1985 to receive comments on
the draft bill, and to review implementation of the Act. Apparently, Congress
feels positive about the results it has attained. In reference to these, Mr.
Chafee remarked at the hearings, "I don't think you (the states) would have
done anything without it (the Act).,,101 Fewer Congressmen now seem overly
concerned about their authority to interfer in interstate fisheries management
affairs, and of the precedent which has been set. In the eyes of Congress, the
end has justified the means.
The States however, are largely taking an antithetical stance. In the
states' view, they have proven with striped bass that they can coordinate
activities and cooperatively manage an interstate fishery; therefore, no
further federal measures are necessary.
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Constitutionality of the ASBCA Questioned
Now that the July 1, 1985 deadline has passed, and all parties have acted
in accordance with their role, it would seem that the structure proved for by
the Act is confortably established. This may not be so, however. In the case
of striped bass, Congress may have overstepped its constitutional authority by
amending the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Compact.
Interstate compacts fall under the Compact Clause of the U.S. Constitu-
tion. 102 This clause requires Congress to approve of any agreement
(compact) between a state and another state or foreign entity. When Congress
approved the Compact in 1942, state participation in the Compact was voluntary,
and the ASMFC was an advisory body only. Likewise, Congress consented to
Amendment One of the Compact, but, again, state subserviance was optional.
The Atlantic Striped Bass Conservation Act eliminates the voluntary nature
of the Compact. Although Congress did not change the language of the Compact
itself, the role of the ASMFC was revised, arguably, from an advisory body to
that of a de facto regulatory one. 103 Under the Act, the ASMFC independently
drafts the Plan which the states must meet, and if the Secretary imposes a
moratorium, the ASMFC notifies the Secretary when a state has complied with the
Plan, thus ending the moratorium. In addition, the Act applies to all coastal
states from North Carolina to Maine, negating the option of states to escape
from the Commission's new authority by withdrawing from the Compact.
Although Congress reserved for itself the right to amend the 1942
campact,104 it is questionable whether Congress has the right to do so
unilaterally, that is, without the support of the member states.
Unfortunately, the paucity of case law in this area does little to illuminate
105this issue any further. It is not clear, therefore, whether Congress has
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acted outside of its authority, but is could have avoided this possibility
by using other powers in its grasp. Among these is the Commerce Clause, under
which Congress could have devised its own set of regulations, using the ASMFC
Plan only as a guideline. As is, the Act may need state consent to the
change in the ASMFC's authority, or may need an amendment to reduce the
Commission's role to its former advisory level, in order to be legally
valid. 106 Such changes did not appear, nor were they requested, in the July
19, 1985 Senate hearings. It may be that the states have legitimized the Act,
including the ASMFC's new role, by acquiessing to it.
The Future of the State/Federal Partnership
If the Atlantic Striped Bass Conservation Act has indeed become "accepted"
by all parties involved, questions arise concerning the direction in which
state/federal relations in state fishery management will turn in the near
future. Although only one specific fishery was affected by the Act, a
precedent was set which advances substantial control by the federal government
in state fishery affairs. Will Congress and agencies of the federal government
now attempt to consolidate or extend their power? This issue is important
because national interests may not be the same, or even compatible with,
state and local interests. An answer is partially provided by complementary
documents originating from NMFS in late 1984 and 1985. One of these is the
text of a speech given by William Gorden, NOAA's Assistant Administrator for
Fisheries, to the ASMFC,1 07 and the others are draft papers proposing a NMFS
policy for the management of interjurisdictional coastal fisheries. 108
All of these documents discuss the role of NMFS as set against the
backdrop of President Reagan's "New Federalism." The policy of the
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administration is to transfer most of the financial responsibility for state
programs from the federal to the state governments, including a number of
fishery research and development programs. At the same time, the states have
been asked to assume greater responsibility for some fishery activities that
can reasonably be regarded as national or regional in their impact and
scope. 109 The national scope of fisheries is further emphasized in one of
the NMFS policy findings: "Interjurisdictional coastal fisheries and fishery
resources are of increasing economic benefit to the nation; the national
interest requires their effective conservation, fair allocation, and efficient
ha.rvesting and processing.,,110
In seeking direction for its policy, N~1FS convened three forums in 1982
and 1983, attended by state fishery managers, members of the three Coastal
States Marine Fisheries Commissions, and federal fishery managers, to elicit
advice. State fishery representatives reached a concensus that: "(1) present
management arrangements need improving; (2) regional differences must be
accommodated; (3) a single focus of management authority is not necessarily
required; (4) management involves more than regulation of fishermen; (5) the
federal government has a special responsibility as the unifying party; (6) a
stable federal funding source is a critical factor for both federal
participation and state/federal cooperative efforts; and (7) a clear national
mandate is needed to identify and establish a state/federal process for
cooperative data collection, research, and interjurisdictional coastal
fisheries management."111
Emphasis also was placed on the fact that is is often impossible to
separate management issues for fisheries based primarily in the territorial sea
from those concentrated principally in the Fisheries Conservation Zone.
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Largely because of this perception, it became " ... NMFS' s goal to join with the
states to carry out a national program which provides conservation and
management for all interjurisdictional coastal fisheries.,,112
For the most part, the NMFS incorporated the state fishery managers'
thoughts into its draft policy statement. 113 The need for management plan
provisions to be flexible enough to accommodate regional differences was
recognized, yet the NMFS also felt bound by the concepts of the national
standards set forth in the Magnuson Act. Particularly emphasized was national
standard three, which calls for effective and consistent conservation and
management throughout the full range of a fishery. The NMFS differed somewhat
from the states, however, concerning participation in funding and management,
stating that the federal and state governments must share responsibilities,
contributing in appropriate ways. It was anticipated that while the
federal role will vary depending on the characteristics of the fishery, that
role may include little or no participation. 114
The recommendations of the NMFS for managing regional fisheries and
resources in a coordinated manner include the following steps for
implementation:
"( 1)Preparation of lists of interjurisdictional fisheries needing
management, ranked by management urgency on a regional basis;
(2) Selection of the party responsible for preparing a management plan ... ;
(3) Preparation of 'Statements of Objectives and Operations' by the
responsible planner which describes the purpose ... , issues ... , planning
schedule, and necessary participation and contribution by all authorities
involved ... , followed by agreement of all parties to support this planning
effort;
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(4) Management plans which specify the full array of functions, budgetary
resources, and responsible parties essential for implementing plans .... The
primary Federal role here is to provide a formalized process for the support of
this planning activity and to indicate early on the extent of Federal
commitment and involvement .... Approval and successful implementation of these
plans must depend upon appropriate institutional commitments based upon
memoranda of understanding, cosignatory endorsements, contractual arrangements
or other means that explicitly establish responsibility; and
(5) A formal mechanism or process for resolving disputes between several
States or between States and the Federal Government over interjurisdictional
fishery issues which interfere with timely and effective plan
implementation." 115
These statements were written shortly before the Act was passed in October
1984, with Gordon claiming that the NMFS preferred to maintain the status quo
of responsibilities. Nevertheless, he viewed a national policy to be important
in serving as " ... a commonly accepted basis for sharing the burdens of
planning, research, enforcement, data collection, and analysis.,,116 As far
as the NMFS policy goes, it seems to be a rational approach to coordinated,
interstate fisheries management; both the national and state interests are
taken into account on paper . The NMFS does not seem to be overreaching for
additional power. Practically, however, a mechanism for determining
appropriate roles, especially when a situation calls for dispute settlement,
may be difficult to achieve. It will be especially important that
"consistency" not be confused by federal agencies with "uniformity."
As of August 1985, the NMFS policy was still being developed. Importantly,
it does leave the door open for the ASMFC to maintain or even strengthen its
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role, upon consent of the appropriate parties, in managing Atlantic coastal
fisheries. The ASMFC is probably the body most accepted and understood by the
states and the federal government to deal with territorial sea fishery
problems. Through the ASMFC, the needs of the individual states can be
accounted for while attaining the goals of a national policy.
Dispute Settlement in U.S. Interjurisdiction81 Fisheries
An important part of the ID1FS proposed policy is its recognition of a need
for a regional dispute settlement mechanism. Without such a mechanism, it
would be impossible at times for a management body, such as the ASMFC, to reach
the consensus necessary for adopting proposed management measures. One
approach to resolving regional disputes has been put forth by the Salmon and
Steelhead Advisory Commission (SSAC) of the Pacific Northwest. This body has
recommended a new management structure to improve coordination and
accountability in interjurisdictional decision making for the region's salmon
and steelhead fisheries. The SSAC suggests that formal, compatible, and
flexible dispute resolution systems be developed by newly created regional and
subregional policy groups. Disputed issues are to be classified as either
policy or technical, after which the issues are subject to separate
procedures. 117
For policy disputes 118 , an attempt is made to arrive at a consensus on an
appropriate mechanism of resolution. If a consensus is not reached, then a
mandatory mediation process begins (but only if agreed to by all affected
parties). Where a resolution is not reached through mediation, a mandatory,
nonbinding arbitration process is initiated. If the arbitration recommendation
is rejected, then litigation can be sought.
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Technical issues are addressed to determine consistency with policies and
to make an independent assessment of conflicting data. Groundrules for
proceeding are first established. 119 A dispute resolution chairman is then
selected to act as a mediator/arbitrator, recommending a solution only when
asked to do so, or if an emergency decision is needed; any recommendation is
reviewable by the regional policy group.120 When a consensus among
disputants is not reached, the chairman's emergency recommendation should be
followed until any appeals process is comleted.
The most noteworthy aspect of the SSAC's recommended dispute resolution
system is its generation of a formal process, something entirely lacking in
today's U.S. fishery management regime. Whether a process such as the one
proposed by the SSAC will ultimately succeed, however, is questionable. In
order to do so, all parties involved must make good-faith efforts to compromise
on issues in a timely manner. Past actions by member states of the ASMFC lead
one to believe that a timely concensus would rarely be reached voluntarily.
Instead, more of a "stick" approach, one with a less nonbinding process, is
probably needed. The destruction of a fishery, real or perceived, is
inadequate in itself to motivate states to cooperatively act. The relatively
common failure of the lenient dispute settlement mechanism utilized in
international fisheries affairs to resolve diputes,121 substantiates this
concern.
Conclusion
The Atlantic striped bass fishery has undergone a tumultuous decline during
the past several years. Efforts by sportfishermen and conservationists, in
particular, have illuminated the importance and problems of this fishery.
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Although a number of factors may have contributed to the reduction in the
number of fish, including poor water quality, it is obvious that the inability
to manage the fishery on a coast-wide basis has had deleterious results.
Over forty years ago it was recognized that a regional form of striped bass
management was desirable because of the migratory nature of the fish. The
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Compact was created in 1942 primarily to
encourage and simplify interstate management of this fishery. All Atlantic
coast states joined the Compact, yet because compliance with its Commission's
recommendations was voluntary, no interstate FMP ever evolved.
The states signed, and Congress ratified, Amendment One to the Compact,
under which any two or more states could give the Commission authority to
manage a particular fishery. With one exception, Amendment One has never been
used. Reports such as that by the Stratton Commission in 1969 continued to
ca.ll for regional and intersta.te management, but to no avail. The 1970s
brought the State/Federal Fisheries Management Program and the Magnuson Act,
but even under these, the individual states had the final a.uthority for
deciding how to manage a fishery in their waters. The states consistently
showed that they were unwilling to compromise with each other for the benefit
of the Atlantic region as a whole. In 1981, the Atlantic coastal states even
adopted the ASMFC's own Interstate Striped Bass Management Plan, yet failed to
implement the Plan by 1984.
Finally, in 1984, amid record low striped bass harvests and reproductive
success, Congress took some action. Congressional hearings highlighted the
plight of striped bass, the species' importance to the nation, and the
inability of the states to cooperate in the fishery's management. Although
most states argued that they were making progress toward cooperative, effective
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management, Congress remained unconvinced. As a result, the Atlantic Striped
Bass Conservation Act was enacted. Under the Act, the Atlantic States Marine
Fisheries Commission was given the authority to jUdge and report to the
Secretary of Commerce, compliance by states with the Plan. A precedent in
fisheries management was set by giving the federal government power to preempt
a state's management authority if that state did not meet the Plan's
objectives.
While the legality of this Congressional action remains somewhat
questionable, there is no doubt that the law has achieved a portion of its
intended purpose. By July 1, 1985, the deadline for state compliance with the
Plan, the ASMFC determined that all the states involved had adopted acceptable
management measures. Even so, it took last minute negotiations for many states
to gain acceptance of their measures, and, in the opinion of some experts, the
minimum Plan criteria were not always met. The ASMFC gave the appearance, at
least, of being more concerned with its member states' status than it was in
protecting striped bass.
One of the problems encountered by the ASMFC was the diversity of elemen ts
contained in each state's striped bass fishery. Biological, social, economic,
and political differences among the states made the development of a rigid
management plan impractical. This diversity had to be accounted for if a plan
was to be accepted by the states. With the exception of a few stipulations,
the Plan adopted is flexible enough to allow each state to develop unique
measures that will meet the ASMFC goals. Yet, it is difficult to quantify the
impact that certain measures will have on a fishery. Seen from this
perspective, it is understandable that the ASMFC gave its member states the
"benefit of a doubt" in certain circumstances.
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Nevertheless, a firm stand has to be taken at some point to reverse the
past trend in the striped bass fishery. It will be interesting to see how much
"wiggle room" the states are given as they go through the process of enacting
more stringent measures adopted by the ASMFC. Further enactment of ASMFC
measures may be a moot point, however, if the Striped Bass Act is not
reauthorized past April 1986. Ideally, the states will have learned that
they can and must cooperate in a timely manner to manage the striped bass
fishery, but Congress must be convinced of this before it lets the Act die.
The ultimate solution to the striped bass fishery problem will lie with
keeping management authority with the states, but not unconditionally. The
individual states would be wise to utilize the ASMFC to regulate the fishery,
and in particular, to implement Amendment One. If Amendment One is not
utilized, a formal, efficient dispute settlement mechanism must be developed.
Otherwise, Congress will continue to hover over this fishery and will be
convinced to do the same for other interstate fisheries as they decline.
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Appendix 1: State Fisheries Management Structures
Maine - The Maine Legislature sets size limits and creel limits for striped
bass. The Commissioner of Marine Resources, with the advice and consent
of the Marine Advisory Council, can establish seasons and locations of
fishing for striped bass within the statutory limits.
New Hampshire - The Director of the Fish and Game Commission, with the advice
and cooperation of the Advisory Committee of Shore Fisheries, can regulate
marine species with respect to (a)the size, number, and quantity of a
species that may be taken; (b)the areas to be opened or closed to
fishing; and (c)the manner of fishing.
Massachusetts - Regulatory authority over striped bass is vested in the
Director of Marine Fisheries, upon approval of the Marine Fisheries
Advisory Commission. Rules and regulations can be adopted with respect to
the taking, sale, and possession of striped bass, but public hearings are
required. Some current striped bass restrictins are statutory.
Rhode Island - Regulatory authority is vested in the Marine Fisheries Council,
which can implement regulations in 60 - 90 days. Public hearings are
required in the regulatory process.
Connecticut - In Connecticut, the Department of Environmental Protection has
the authority to promulgate regulations.
New York - As of late 1983, much of the control over striped bass management
had shifted from the legislature to the Department of Environmental
Conservation. The Department may adopt regulations governing catching,
transporting, and sale of striped bass. Special consideration is given to
the Hudson River, which has high PCB levels.
New Jersey - Regulatory authority is vested in the Department of Environmental
Protection, but the Marine Fisheries Council has veto power over
regulations recommended by the Department. Some current striped bass
restrictions are statutory.
Pennsylvania - The Pennsylvania Fish Commission cooperates with New Jersey to
manage the resources of the Delaware River. Both laws and regulations are
used in managing striped bass in Pennsylvania's waters.
Delaware - Authority over marine finfish is both regulatory and statutory.
Regulations govern striped bass within spawning areas and those species
with an approved interstate management plan. Statutes otherwise control
s triped bass in the Delaware portion of the Delaware River and Bay.
Maryland - While most management authority rests with the General Assembly, the
Department of Natural Resources has some limited regulatory authority. The
Sport Fishing Advisory Commission and the Tidal Fisheries Advisory Commis-
sion give public and commercial input, respectively, to the Department.
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Potomac River - Maryland and Virginia cooperatively manage the fishery
resources of the Potomac River via the Potomac River Fisheries Commission.
The Commission, composed of representatives of government and industry from
both states, ha.s nearly complete regulatory authority over the river.
Virginia - The Virginia Marine Resources Commission, whose members are
appointed by the Governor, enforces laws made by the General Assembly and
can implement emergency procedures. Current restrictions in the striped
bass fishery are both regulatory and statutory.
North Carolina - Striped bass management is vested in the Marine Fisheries
Commission; its Division of Fisheries regulates by proclamation.
Source: Harley Speir, "Striped Bass Laws and Regulations, Maine to North
Carolina. ASMFC Interstate Striped Bass Management Plan Implementaton Update,"
Maryland Department of Natural Resources, September 24, 1984.
Appendix 2: Implementation Time for Striped Bass States
Implementation
State time in months
---
ME 6 - 12
NH 3
MA 3
RI 3
CT 3 - 4
NY 6 - 12
NJ 6 - 12
PA 3
DE 3
MD 6 - 12
VA 1
NC 3
Source: Paul Perra, Program Coordinator, in Memorandum to Phil Coates and
Distribution, February 15, 1985.
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